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conjugated biquadratic forms with integral coefficients. 
-]. Renaud: Points of identification, in times of fog, 
of the great French ports on the Atlantic Ocean.-P. 
Chevenard : A self-recording differential dilatometer. 
Two test pieces, one of a standard chrome nickel 
alloy (" baros ") of known coefficient of expansion, are 
arranged to move an optical lever, the magnification 
being about 300. Curves are given for a ferro-nickel 
(59·2 per cent. nickel), electrolytic iron, and forged 
nickel.-]. Jlepeliu and L. Joleaud : Limits of the marine 
Aquitanian in the Proven(ial reg.ion.-H. Jumelle: The 
palm-trees producing vegetable horsehair of Mada
gascar.-L. Bordas: The function of some Ichneu
monides as auxiliaries in forestry. Two species of 
Pimplime-Rhyssa and Ephialtes-assist in the defence 
of forests against the attacks of Sirex and Callidium. 
The Ichneumons deposit their eggs in the larvreof Sirex 
and other pests, and in ·consequence are of great ser
vice in the preservation of forest trees.-J. Pavillard : 
Some new or slightly known Protozoa of the Mediter
ranean plankton. 

CAPE TowN. 
!loyal Society of South Africa, April 18.-Dr. L. 

Peringuey, president, in the chair._:_Sir Thomas 
Muir : Note on the expansion of the product of two 
oblong arrays. The form taken iby Binet and Cauchy's 
well-known expansion of the year 1812 is that of a 
sum of products of pairs of determinants; the form 
of the expansion now given is that of an aggregate 
of single determinants. The !'elation between the two 
is explained and a historical remark added.-]. S. v. d. 
Lingen: Notes on radiation of crystals. (r) Radiation 
patterns of the transformation of magnesium hydroxide 
to magnesium oxide. The patterns show that the 
reflecting planes of the crystal are disturbed when 
water is driven off. The "spots" become drawn 
Qut into radial lines, and these radial lines reflect 
the intensity of the X-ray spectrum, (2) Dia
mond tests by radi"ation patterns. The following 
stones were examined :-" l'viacle," "spotted " stone, 
"spotted rejection " stone, and an "inferior brown 
iblock" with a spot in it. The patterns show that a 
"spot " in a stone causes a discontinuity in the inten
sity of individual spots of the. patterns, and that a 
fracture of the lattice causes a discontinuity of the 
spots so that they now represent irregular markings on 
the plate. An ideal diamond's pattern shows a uniform 
intensity in all the spots. (3) Bultfontein apophyl!ite, 
(i) •ideal, and (ii) showing a cleavage crack along a 
cleavage plane. The flaw causes the spots of the 
"flawed " crystal to present a nebular appearance, 
whereas the ·ideal stone shows a uniform distribution 
of intensity in the elliptic •spots. This represents a 
case of discontinuity in the lattice normal to the inci
dent rays. (4) Serpentine, malachite, and pseudo
morph quartz. Serpentine shows a regular "radial 
line'\ pattern symmetrical to a line parallel to the 
threads of the crystal. This indicates that serpentine 
is not triclinic unless every specimen examined was a 
''twin." Malachite shows three "lines" paraUel to 
the threads and some minor radial lines normal .to the 
former deviating- slig-htlv from the normal. Crocido
lite : A lonf! exposure shows that it is microcrystalline 
and that the elementary units have a tendency to 
favour a direction parallel to the 1thr·eads. (5) A 
;:;quare"plate of iodine stowed, after an exposure of 
about an hour, a diffraction phenomenon similar to 
that descri<bed bv Prof. LaUib, of Buenos Aires. In 
this case the plate snows diagonal lines of zero in
tensity.-S. Schonland: A summary of the dis'tri<bution 
of the genera of South African flowering- plants (with 
special reference to the flora of the Uitenhage and Port 
Elizabeth divisions). This is to a large extent based 
on published data, ·checked and enlarged, however, by 
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the author's personal knowledge. It was compiled in 
connection with a study of the flora of Uitenhage and 
Port Elizabeth, but it is hoped that it may be welcome 
to other botanists who desire to have readily availa!ble 
a summary showing the general trend of distribution 
of South African genera.-Prof. G. Elliot Smith: Note 
upon the endocranial cast obtained from the ancient 
calvaria found at Boskop, Transvaal (see p. 353). 
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